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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to find out the Chinese aspiration towards the football business, its risks, and challenges. Specifically, we examined the national and international Chinese investments in football. Our findings revealed that there is a tendency for China to offer a large sum of money to the foreign players to attract them but also to invest in infrastructure across the country in order to increase the population’s interest in this sport. Imperative to know that, the state's asserted desire to become a great football nation, public and private companies must follow people's hope. It has been found that big football fans are involved in the development of football in China. The goal is to find the future Mbappé or Ronaldo who will allow China to shine as a football superpower.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, China is investing heavily in sport. One of the sports giving rise to the most hope for China and its investors, football is by far the most talked about. The most popular sport in the world and thus a sign of power is the new big goal of, the Middle Kingdom, a country that invented the ancestor of football, named cuju. [1]. The long-term strategy is clear and dictated by the Chinese authorities, to host the biggest event on earth and win the most coveted trophy. After winning the World Cup you enter in the very closed club of the 8 countries that lifted the trophy and the only 6 countries that won as a host. Your status in the world therefore changes. It is not surprising that the second most powerful country in the world is interested in football and it should not be minimized from a Western point of view either. Investors are keenly interested as the sport is increasingly popular with Chinese audiences and eye-catching to Western media always looking for new revenue. This new phenomenon can be analyzed through two aspects: Chinese and European political factors; and the resulting risks, uncertainties, and issues that can be faced [1], [2]. The first part focuses on Chinese investment in European football through a strategy well defined by the Chinese authorities aimed at professionalizing this sport among these citizens. The second part examines these investments from a third-party perspective that allows the sport to grow and creates many risks, challenges, and opportunities to look out for.

2 Chinese Investment in European and Chinese Football

2.1 The Aims of Investment

We can observe that Chinese investments in European football are encouraged by the state which aims at the promotion and professionalization of football in China. The sport number 1 with its 250 million players and its 400 billion dollars are a prime target [3], [4]. In China, first of all, the strategy had two aims, expansion and investment, which moved the transfer market to Eastern Eurasia since at the start of the 2010s, the first players to have played at the highest European level, or even worldwide, settled in what is today one of the richest and most famous football clubs in the country: the Shanghai Greenland Shenhua Football Club.
2.2 Territories of Investment

In Europe then, since 2014, the first Chinese capital investments in European football were directed towards two professional clubs playing respectively in Dutch Eredivisie (first division of the championship) and Italian Serie C (third division). In addition, between China and Europe since mid-February 2017, a French football office was inaugurated in Beijing. The latter seeks to develop its activities in this new territory, particularly in the field of training and aims to promote French football throughout the country. With more than 62 million Chinese viewers supporting the victory of Les Bleus in the 2018 World Cup final, this office is currently a success according to the Professional Football League (LFP). But France is far from being the only one. Before it, Spain opened its representative office in 2015, which led some clubs such as Bayern Munich and Manchester United to do the same. These representations make it possible to sign strategic agreements between the two countries [5]–[7]

With notably Chinese and European educational centers recently built in China, this last step represents the importation of knowledge as well as the key role of economic leaders interested in fulfilling the dream of Chinese President Xi Jinping. These three factors determine the three aspects of the scale and direction of Chinese investment in football. Buy the best players from Europe or with European football experience with the ultimate goal of bringing their experience and new visibility to the game, while promoting Chinese football [8].

During the transfer window of the summer of 2016, China entered the economic history of football a little further. Indeed, with 480 million dollars spent on transfers, the Chinese Super League (CSL) founded in 2004 was, in 2016, the fifth highest-spending league in purchases of foreign players; she was only in twentieth place in 2013. In this spending environment, it is not surprising that the biggest transfers have taken place in recent years.

The ten highest amounts of arrivals are all after the year 2014. Note that the Brazilians are popular because the three highest transfers are held by Brazilian players (Oscar, Hulk, and Teixera). It should also be noted that more than 40 Brazilian players play in the Chinese Super League, which shows the interest of clubs in having players from the country that has won the most World Cups. However, since July 2020 the Chinese Football Association has established regulations that limit the number of foreign football players who can play on the pitch to four or three players [9]. Three Chinese clubs monopolize Brazilian players: Shanghai Port FC, Jiangsu Suning, and Guangzhou Evergrande Taobao. The latter, eight-time winner of the national league is the richest and best known. According to a measure released in Beijing in 2016, Guangzhou Evergrande is 21.9 billion yuan (3.37 billion dollars) worth, far more than the market value of Manchester United which is 2.3 billion dollars. Its gigantic resources come from its two main shareholders Evergrande Real Estate Group (56.71%), specializing in property development, and Alibaba (37.81%), the Chinese e-commerce leader [9]–[12].

All these investments from the private and the public aim to professionalize this championship based on the European model. Clubs’ ownership structures are willing to influence both investments and efficiency. New revenues from merchandising, ticketing, and above all broadcasting rights are making a great future to this championship. The most striking example is in the level of broadcasting rights with an amount worthy of European leaders such as the Italian championship. In 2015, China Sports Media acquired the Chinese league’s broadcasting rights for 5 years for a pharaonic sum of 1.25 billion dollars and renewed its contract until 2025 to eventually reach 1.7 billion dollars [13], [14].

Chinese investments in Europe began in 2014 with Dutch club Den Haag. The Chinese company UVS becomes almost the sole shareholder by acquiring 98% of the capital. Despite these investments, the club never managed to play at the top of the table. The Chinese, through the investment fund Pingy Shanghai Investment, has also ventured into Italy, more specifically in the city of Pavia. Unfortunately, in 2015 the club was declared bankrupt and was demoted to Serie D, i.e. the Italian fourth division, angering the tifosi [15].

Nowadays, 21 European professional clubs have been the subject of Chinese investments. Among the 5
major leagues, 11 clubs, with well-known names such as Manchester City, Atletico Madrid, or the two Milan clubs (AC and Inter) have been targeted. In some cases, the shareholder is not the majority but for the clubs of Grenada, Lorca, Aston Villa, Wolverhampton and Sochaux they are Chinese properties. However, a country is spared. In fact, in Germany, it is forbidden for a foreign or German investor to become a majority shareholder. Only foreign sponsors can invest in the Bundesliga [16].


2.3 Advantages for China or Destination Countries of the Investment

For China, these investments have many advantages. For example, the transfer of know-how will make it possible in the short term to improve the level of Chinese football. With, for example, a partnership between Real Madrid and Guangzhou Evergrande through the intermediary of the company Soxna which is responsible for managing the Real Madrid training schools located in China. Summer tours or training camps in Asia have also taken place, which improves the visibility of these championships and therefore the sales for example of shirts or the broadcasting rights of these teams. This is the case with Real Madrid C.F. which signed a contract with Alibaba allowing the site to be the only one to sell the club’s merchandise. Then these investments help to build credibility and improve the image of these investors who can sometimes be seen as simple businessmen who are not involved in the club. For example, during the buyout of the Inter Milan club by the Suning Group, the new owner refunds the 270 million euros debt that the club had accumulated. A decision unanimously welcomed by the nerazzurris. Profiting from it politically, economically, and socially are the three reasons why Chinese investors direct their capital towards Europe. In total, more than 2.5 billion euros have been invested by various Chinese investors in European clubs until June 2020. However, two countries are concentrating these investments, 50% is made in Italy and 35% in England [17], [18].

Between China and the European continent, the import of know-how and the key role of Chinese economic leaders are important levers for increasing their expertise in this sport. From the Chinese national team trained by the Italian coach Marcello Lippi for 3 years to European coaches who came to coach in the Chinese Super League, the environment of European or Chinese players exchanging techniques and know-how is wide. Coaching Guangzhou Evergrande (Fabio Cannavaro), Shanghai Port FC (Ivan Leko), Guangzhou City FC (Jean-Paul van Gastel), Beijing Guoan (Slaven Bilic), Henan Jianye (Javier Pereira) or
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Shenzhen FC (Jordi Cruyff), European coaches or having passed through Europe where they have acquired a knowledge of the game and at the same time popularity allow this league to progress. In total there are 8 foreign coaches (plus two South Koreans), meaning that half of the club trusts coaches from other countries. This shows the lack of confidence in Chinese coaches who may face certain footballing shortcomings.

However, the Chinese authorities, with the help of European football federations, are organizing seminars across Europe for Chinese sports teachers. These trainings allow them to learn tactics, ethics, and the fight against corruption. From an early age, young Chinese people learn football from trainers from Europe. This is the case at the Guangzhou Evergrande school which has recruited more than 20 trainers from Real Madrid.

Small investments can lead to big changes. This is what happened in the Portuguese second division the Ledman group became the new sponsor. They also cleverly included in the agreement the integration of Chinese players and coaches in the Portuguese clubs concerned to contribute to their respective formations. Previously called La Liga 2 Cabovição has been renamed Ledman Lígapro. This group specializing in LED technology and sports is also associated with the Chinese Super League, a strategic partner of the Chinese second division (Jia League), and owner of the Australian football club Newcastle United Jets. It is also a major shareholder of Infront Sports and Media, the second-largest sports company in the world. Just a month after acquiring 20% of the capital of Atlético Madrid, Wang Jialin, owner of the Dalian Wanda conglomerate and previously the biggest fortune in China, bought Infront for more than one billion euros. An influential company is responsible for the worldwide broadcast rights of FIFA events from 2015 to 2022. The ultimate goal is to create a global brand that can be easily exported. It was also in 2012 that he acquired the American AMC Theaters for 2.6 billion dollars and with the same occasion the gigantic network of theaters they have around the world. In 2016, the same group bought the Legendary studio, which produced Batman, Interstellar, or even Warcraft for 3.5 billion dollars. The cinema is, coupled with football a priority target. It is also a partner of the International Basketball and Football Federations (FIBA and FIFA). Thanks to these investments, the magnate built his empire around two criteria, sport and culture.

The objective of Mr. Wang and the Wanda group is, alongside the Chinese authorities, to catch up with the West, especially in football. This is indeed the case with partnerships with FIFA or FIBA for basketball. For example, the Basketball World Cup which took place in China in 2019, the 2022 Winter Olympics in Beijing, and perhaps the 2030 Football World Cup are events that Mr. Wang and his group may consider popular with the public. Thanks to these investments, the Chinese as a whole become holders of foreign strategic assets. This allows them to be seen positively by the Chinese authorities and therefore to be encouraged to do more for the service of the country [19]–[21].

3 Motivations, Risks, and Issues Linked to Chinese Investments in Football

In China but also in Europe, all these Chinese investments have very big stakes. Indeed, from 1995, a court decision changes the situation and proves the footballers right. The Bosman ruling will have a lasting influence on professional sport, in fact since this court decision, it is no longer possible to limit the number of athletes of the nationalities concerned in a team or professional competition. This means that the richest clubs, therefore, have the right to spend colossal sums and speculate on the best players. This financialization of football is becoming problematic and sees the arrival of investors from rich countries such as the United States, Qatar, Russia, and more recently China [22].

3.1 Motivations of China to Invest in Football Business

China is motivated to become a great sports nation. The 2008 Olympic Games accelerated the development of sport in China and enabled the whole world to consider China as a sporting nation in its own right. It promoted several sectors related to sport and more precisely to football such as the standards of sports consumption. In particular by focusing on the most popular sport in the world, football. In the 1990s, they introduced the first foreign players, and thus China has seen a big increase in the popularity of football [23].
Since 2015 they have focused on this sport by making reforms around it. These reforms aim to improve clubs and their management to optimize the competition system, strengthen the national team, transform aging infrastructure and increase investment. These reforms are the idea of one man, Xi Jinping. A big football fan and very involved in the development of football in China, he was already staging himself in front of journalists by shooting a ball during his visit to Dublin as vice-president in 2012. For him, the goal is simple, encourage industrialists, investors, public and private companies to invest in this new industry. This goal is also achieved through education. Indeed, for almost 10 years now, the teaching of football has become compulsory in Chinese schools. In addition, in 2025, 50,000 Chinese primaries and middle schools will be picked to promote football among the kids [23].

The goal is to find the future Mbappé or Ronaldo who will allow China to shine as we have seen from Drogba and Anelka were signed by one the Shanghai Shenhua Football Club [24]. The statistics speak for themselves, in 2030 there will be 1 football field for every 10000 inhabitants. In addition, the General Plan of Chinese Football Reform released in 2015 aims to build large stadiums throughout the country. It is one of the most important tasks on the agenda. But it is found that there is a huge urban-rural gap in satisfaction with public sports services. Guangzhou and Shanghai which are coastal cities attract more investment and are better players. The competition with clubs from Western provinces can be high. For China, football can allow them to restore their often-negative image, and more particularly with the coronavirus pandemic. According to a poll made by PEW Research Center, overall, China is viewed negatively by 73% of people. Thanks to football, this negative perception can perhaps be changed for the better and have both a cultural and a social impact on the world. Chairman Xi Jinping wants his dream to come true, i.e. to compete in, organize and win a World Cup. However, the road is long to hope to lift the golden trophy. This is why Xi is counting on investments from these citizens and thus fulfill the dream of the Chinese population [25]–[32].

Since the early 2010s, China has faced a slowdown in its growth. The purpose of these investments is to avoid a recession. For that, investors follow the authorities’ indications and diversify their activities, which allows them to be well regarded by them. If they don’t need to obtain short-term profits, then the acquisition of shares in European clubs can be seen as a start, which does not have the same obstacles as those in the production industry. Investing in Milan, for example, is like investing in tourism and fashion, with profits insight. Chinese investors are aware that they will bring Chinese fans who will not only go to see the match but also spend time and money in the city. Through investment in the club, it benefits also to the city and its surrounding economy and neighboring countries particularly as lately, China offers 150 million dollars to Cambodia for a giant stadium construction [33]. Between respect for state and capitalistic principles, these investors also manage to obtain income via broadcasting rights, paid sites on smartphones which are very popular among young Chinese. Almost half of the Chinese people watch sports on their mobile devices and subscribe to subscriptions or through one-off offers called pay-per-view.

Other motivations are also involved. On the one hand, investors have a long-term goal. They slowly but surely want to build a Made in China football with the knowledge and qualities that can be brought back from Europe. On the other hand, by owning a football club, these investors buy themselves notoriety and reputation among the Chinese public. They become the flagship of the authorities and acquire a certain legitimacy. These new rich, also present in the Gulf countries, are looking to spend their money and be entertained through new ways [34]. However, these numerous investments can generate risks. In general, Chinese football clubs were run through public organizations and chaired by officials with the sole purpose of climbing the party levels. With an ambition outside of football, it is obvious that it is more complex to have football plans in the long term.

With clubs changing presidents regularly, it is difficult to deal with a strong institution. This is the case with Guangzhou City, which has changed its name eight times over the past 26 years and played in no less than 3 different cities. Another prominent example is Beijing Renhe F.C., a Yi League club, China's third division, which has had eight owners and four different cities. Each time the new shareholders bring their mentalities and this notably involves changing the management, the logo, or the colors of the club. If the clubs travel,
this is certainly not the case with the supporters who are tired of these decisions taken by the managers without consulting the fans. So that doesn’t encourage people to take an interest in football. However, clubs are well managed, such as Shanghai Port FC. Founded in 2005 by Xu Genbao, a renowned, passionate coach and former international footballer, Shanghai Port FC is a model of management and training for young players [35], [36].

Unthinkable in Europe, these successive changes would provoke popular movements. This was the case in France, in Bordeaux, when the new American shareholders decided to change the historic logo of the club, angering the supporters. This lack of a strong club with a long history demonstrates the inexperience and youthfulness of the sport in the Middle Kingdom. Profits prevail over sports results. Like the Financial Fair Play introduced by UEFA, China does not have it. However, the Chinese government has put in place certain rules aimed at regulating this growing market. For example, the Chinese Football Association has decided to limit the number of foreign players on the pitch to three. Another rule is the requirement to have a Chinese national goalkeeper. To professionalize young people, the federation also obliges teams to have at least two2 footballers under 23 years of age play during official matches. But that’s not all, the CFA has decided to regulate transfer amounts to limit club debt. Indeed, announced in December 2020, there will be now a salary cap. Chinese nationals’ players can earn a maximum of 774,000 dollars per year while foreigners can earn up to 3.69 million dollars per year. Clubs exceeding this amount risk being relegated to the second division [37].

3.2 Risks and Challenges

These Chinese investments in Europe generate challenges and many impacts. They can involve risks such as strengthening the bigger clubs and thus abandoning the smaller ones. Low-income clubs can be left behind sportingly but above all economically. If the authorities do not take the lead, then it is likely to worsen over time. For European fans, one of the major risks facing the championships is the Americanization of football. That is to say, attracting supporters no longer to see a match but a show, transforming them into spectators and pushing them to consume. Taking advantage of these factors is possible, as with Espanyol Barcelona which appears to be using their Chinese player Wu Lei as a marketing product and as a gateway to the Chinese market. It even resulted in the opening of three football academies by Espanyol Barcelona in China [38].

Chinese investors have sporting goals, but above all they are economic. They know full well that they will be able to generate profits. Their strategies are thought through for a long time and through the buyout of a club, they, therefore, promote their businesses. In addition, local investors seem less and less interested in investing, so this plays in favor of foreign investors who find relatively affordable clubs where they can therefore arrive with their requirements. These Chinese investments are based on several conditions depending on the percentage of control of the club. However, one of the impacts of Chinese investment in the football industry has brought a debate among many scholars, for example, it has been stated that due to the Covid-19 crisis there has been a reduction in the investment by shareholders. But the goal is always similar, that is to say, to transfer the know-how to the other side of the globe, to build a reputation, and finally to satisfy the Chinese president [39], [40].

These repeated investments causing indebtedness create in the short term a speculative bubble that risks destabilizing European football and these clubs. Seen as an opportunity in the first place, the arrival of these investors from halfway around the world will not benefit everyone. Historic clubs, already in conflict with clubs using petrodollars, may have to go to UEFA and continue to push to regulate the money that is proliferating in sport number one, football.

4 Conclusion

The rise of China is happening in all sectors and especially in football. It tries to influence this sport through these investments, whether national, with brand new training centers, the purchase of players, or broadcasting rights. But also international, with the acquisition of clubs or companies related to football.
The state’s asserted desire to become a great football nation, public and private companies must follow the President’s wishes. Therefore, its recommended for other nations to have cooperation with China in regards to building a football avenue for win-win situations which involve all parties such as the Chinese offer to Cambodia over $150 million to construct a giant stadium which is term as “stadium diplomacy”.
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